
Fourth Grade Report Card 
School Year 2018-19

Standards-Based Report Card
The purpose of this quarterly report is to communicate the student's progress toward meeting grade level standard expectations.

Student:WWAubrey Elizabeth Adams Teacher:WWMohr, Brittney
School:  WwButterfield Trail Elementary School Principal:WwJoette Folsom

Attendance 1 2    3    4    Year to Date

Present

Excused

Unexcused

Tardy

Academic Achievement Level

4 Exceeding
Possible only for standards marked with an asterisk (*)

3 Proficient 
2 Approaching Proficiency
1 Emerging

Not assessed this quarter

Behavioral Achievement Level
3 Meets Expectations

2 Progressing towards expectation

1 Does not meet expectations

COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Reading

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

English Language Arts
Reading Foundational Skills

Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding words
*Read grade-level text with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support
comprehension

Reading
Refers to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly 
and when drawing inferences from the text
Determines a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarizes 
the text
Describes in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text
Determines the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text
Compares and contrasts the point of view from which different stories are narrated, 
including the difference between first- and third-person narrations; Compares and 
contrasts a firsthand and secondhand account of the same event or topic
Determines the main idea of a text and explains how it is supported by key details; 
summarizes the text
Describes the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison, cause/effect, 
problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or information in a text or part of a text
Explains how the information in charts, graphs, diagrams, and time lines contributes 
to an understanding of the text in which it appears
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COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Language Arts

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Language     

Demonstrates command of English grammar when writing and speaking       

Demonstrates command of capitalization, punctuations, and spelling when writing       

Writing     

*Writes narratives using effective technique (descriptive details, clear event 
sequences, dialogue, and closure)

      

*Writes informative/explanatory texts using effective technique (clear topic, 
facts/details/specific vocabulary, and closure)

      

*Writes opinion pieces using effective technique (supplies topic, reasons, uses 
linking words/phrases, and closure)

      

*Conducts short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of 
different aspects of a topic

      

COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Science

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Science     

Engages in science investigations, asks inquiring questions, and communicates 
information

      

Demonstrates understanding of the science concept       
COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Social Studies

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Social Studies     

Demonstrates and applies understanding of social studies standards       



COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Math

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Math     

Whole Number Operations in Base Ten     

Representing ten times in place value understanding (x10, x100)       

Fluently adds and subtracts multi-digit numbers (up to a million) using a variety of 
strategies

      

Reads and writes multi-digit whole numbers using number, word, and expanded 
forms. Compare two multi-digit numbers using >, <, and =

      

*Multiplies a whole number of up to four digits by a one-digit whole number, and 
multiplies two two-digit numbers, using strategies based on place value

      

*Divides up to four digits by one digit, with/without remainders, using strategies 
based on place value

      

Rounds multi-digit whole numbers to any place       

Solves multi-step problems using the four operations with math notation, equations, 
and explanations

      

Identifies factors, multiplies, prime and composites in the range 1-100       

Interprets a multiplication equation as a comparison       

Numbers and Operations with Fractions and Decimals     

Recognizes and generates equivalent fractions       

Compares two fractions with different numerators and different denominators using 
>, <, and =

      

*Adds and subtracts mixed numbers with like denominators       

Solves word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions       

Multiplies a fraction by a whole number       

Expresses a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with denominator 
100

      

*Uses decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100 thousandths       

Compares two decimals to hundredths using >, <, and =       

Solves problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by using information 
presented in line plots

      

Geometry & Measurement     

Draws points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, obtuse), and 
perpendicular and parallel lines

      

Classifies two-dimensional figures based on geometric properties       

Demonstrates understanding of lines of symmetry       

Sketches and measures angles using a protractor       

Solves addition and subtraction problems involving angle measurements       

Solve area using area model and equations       

Solve perimeter using figures and equations       

Solve area word problems with and without unknown sides       

Solve perimeter word problems with polygons       

Solve measurement conversion word problems       
COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Art

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Art     

Engages in exploration with a variety of materials. Creates art relating to personal 
expression. Understands art connections to literacy, math, science and social 
studies. Uses art vocabulary and language. Uses a variety of tools, media and 
processes.

      



COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Music

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Music     

Demonstrates and applies understanding of music standards and concepts       
COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Physical Education

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

PE     

Applies motor skills, understands movement concepts, and understands health- 
related fitness

      

COMPETENCY_GROUP_NAME: 04 Behavioral

1st 
QTR

2nd 
QTR

3rd 
QTR

4th 
QTR

Skills and Behaviors that Support Learning     

Work Habits     

Consistently completes assignments       

Listens attentively       

Follows directions       

Social Behaviors     

Respects rights and property of others       

Works cooperatively with others       

Navigates the computer and internet safely       

Uses self-control       

Comments
1st Quarter:
 

2nd Quarter:
 

3rd Quarter:
 

4th Quarter:
 

 Attachments accompany this report if box is marked.

Please contact your child's teacher by email or call the school office if you would like to schedule a time to visit.
Thank you for encouraging your child to continue to grow and learn.




